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Certify: To confirm formally as true, accurate, or genuine. 
To guarantee as meeting a standard: butter that was certified 
Grade A.

—The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 
Third Edition (1992).

Introduction

Low and volatile commodity prices coupled with an overall in-
crease in input costs continue to squeeze producer profitability. 
Given this market and production environment, many produc-
ers are searching for ways to improve their bottom line. A com-
mon strategy is to work at lowering production costs through 
expanding the size of the operation and spreading management 
and equipment purchases over more acres or producing units. 
Due to pressure from competing nonagriculture land uses, ex-
pansion of agricultural operations is often infeasible and in-
creasingly risky. But given that opportunities for expanding 
land holdings are often limited, and considering the need for 
increased financing with growth, most producers are unable to 
reduce costs through expansion. If opportunities for decreasing 
production costs through expansion are limited, can producers 
improve their economic viability by differentiating their prod-
ucts to attain higher prices? Branding and certification are strat-
egies that many producers are using to distinguish their produc-
tion and obtain higher and hopefully less volatile prices than 
those obtained in traditional commodity markets.

Given the numerous certification and branding programs 
available, how does one decide whether branding and/or a cer-
tification strategy should be pursued, and if so, which one? The 
answer lies in understanding food industry trends and in choos-
ing a strategy that exploits competitive cost advantages and fits 
the owner’s goals of each operation. Branding and certification 
capitalize on three distinct food industry trends: (1) a growing 
separation between agricultural producers and food consumers; 
(2) increasing food safety concerns; and (3) rising disposable 
household incomes. When combined, these trends fuel con-
sumer demand for differentiated food products. Both branding 
and certification programs provide consumers with more in-
formation for their food purchasing decisions. These programs 
provide opportunities for producers to distinguish their prod-
uct from the ordinary, potentially improve market prices and 
access, and lower price volatility for their products.

The first part of this chapter explains subtle differences be-
tween branding and certification programs, and then considers 
several consumer motivations for seeking out different kinds of 

Three distinct food 
industry trends…fuel 
consumer demand for 
differentiated food  
products.
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labeled products in the marketplace. The following section con-
siders the type of certifications and certifying agents that are 
available. A flowchart guide is presented in the last chapter to 
help producers determine whether third-party certification may 
be a worthwhile business strategy to pursue. Different sidebars 
and cases, drawn primarily from examples in the West, help il-
lustrate various points and concepts.
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(To preserve requested anonymity, the farm and operator names for this Wyoming 
operation are fictitious.)

In recent years, the manager of Flat Top Farm was becoming more and more dis-
appointed at how much he was able to receive for his wheat. As John assessed 
his situation, he recognized that his average yield of 27 bushels per acre from his 
1,500-acre farm was not going to meet minimum living standards for his family. 
Something had to change.

Alternatives for Flat Top Farm. John decided he had to do something, and he 
began to gather information on his alternatives. His two basic options were to get 
bigger and try to make it on more acres or to find a way to make his current pro-
duction more valuable. Given rising land and equipment prices, getting bigger did 
not seem all that attractive to John. Thus, he concentrated on investigating ways of 
adding value to his wheat crop. The problem with many of the value-added strat-
egies for transforming his wheat into a higher-valued product was that they often 
required additional investment capital, management, and marketing. He identified 
the transition to organic wheat production as relatively easy since he had quit us-
ing fertilizers and herbicides on his ground four years before as a way to reduce 
costs and potentially increase his profits.

Finding a Market for Organic Wheat. During his search for information about 
alternatives, John mentioned to a nearby grain cleaner that he was thinking about 
producing organic wheat. The grain cleaner knew John had quit using synthetic 
fertilizers and chemicals and mentioned his name to a buyer that was looking for 
organically produced wheat in the area. The buyer contacted John directly and en-
couraged him to think seriously about getting his wheat certified as organic. The 
buyer told John that he had a relationship with an artisan baker in California who 
was demanding organic wheat. He also quoted John a price for organically certi-
fied wheat that was a substantial premium to what he was receiving for conven-
tionally produced wheat he sold at the local elevator. The chance contact from the 
buyer offering a potential premium market outlet for his wheat was just the added 
motivation John needed to research more seriously what he would need to do to 
meet third-party organic certification guidelines.

Getting Certified. The first step in getting certified was to find an agency or in-
dividual that was qualified to certify wheat from Flat Top Farm as organically pro-
duced. John first contacted the Wyoming Department of Agriculture (WDA) and 
discovered they did not provide that service. WDA contacted the Colorado Depart-
ment of Agriculture to see if John could be certified through Colorado’s program. 
The answer was no. The WDA did some more research for John and provided 
a list of organizations that would certify organic production in John’s area. John 

WYOMING WHEAT GROWER  
GOES ORGANIC
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contacted these certifiers. Annual fees for certification varied between $150 and 
$5,000 annually. He was also required to pay a small commission to the certifier 
on wheat sold as organic. During a conversation with one person on the list, John 
was encouraged to join an organization of organic wheat producers that met in 
Nebraska not too far from his operation. After joining that group, John had access 
to yet another list of certifiers and it was from this second list that he found some-
one who now certifies his wheat as organic.

John had to supply lots of production records to his certifier regarding input 
use for each field on his farm. Additionally, the certifier took spot soil samples that 
were tested for chemical residue. The certification process required a minimum of 
three years of verifiable organic production practices before the operation could 
be certified “organic.” Once John was certified, any production sold went with an 
organic certificate for the buyer. Moreover, the certifier kept track of the amount of 
organic production and the production sold with organic certificates. These records 
were audited every year to make sure the volume of wheat sold as organic was 
not more than was actually certified. John paid 0.3 percent of his gross sales of 
certified wheat production to his certifier in addition to an up-front annual fee. The 
practice of receiving a commission and the amount asked for may vary across 
products and third-party certifiers, so John recommends checking around.

Benefits Versus Costs of Being Certified. John feels the move to organic pro-
duction has been positive for the future of Flat Top Farm. He believes his yields are 
comparable to what they were historically. However, he admits he has changed 
his tillage practices to compensate in part for not using herbicides. According to a 
number of University studies, it is not uncommon for producers to have yields at 
90 to 95 percent of original levels after making the switch to organic. John feels 
the costs associated with certification are more than offset by the 50 percent in-
crease in the value of the wheat he now sells compared to conventional wheat 
prices, and he believes this has improved his bottom line. The added value also 
makes worthwhile the additional time and effort spent on production records and 
detailed information, such as receipts regarding volume sold as organic, that must 
be provided to his certifier. John also thinks he has seen some soil changes on 
his farm from his organic production practices that may improve his yields over 
time.

Major Considerations for Others Thinking About Becoming Organically 
Certified. John feels that the relationship with his buyer, ultimately the artisan 
baker, will continue to be a major key in the success of his strategy. The artisan 
baker relies on the organic certification of inputs as well as the consistent baking 
qualities of John’s and other producers’ wheat used in his flour to bake a product 
that meets his customers’ demands. John has been to both the elevator and mill 
that process and blend his grain for the artisan baker. The elevator and process-
ing facilities are closer to the artisan baker rather than near where John produces 
his wheat. John visited these facilities because he felt he needed to be sure his 
grain was handled properly and not mixed with noncertified grain. After all, if that 
trust relationship was broken with the baker, John’s market would potentially dry 
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up. Thus, John feels any producer thinking about this strategy will have to spend 
more time on the marketing and the record keeping it takes to make sure their 
production can be certified.

John also recommends producers join a group of organic growers. John has 
found the networking and support from his organic growers’ group to be invalu-
able. Often times when John is considering changing something in his operation, 
he can get answers from someone else in the group. This is quite useful to John 
since he has found that many of the traditional sources of information that produc-
ers go to for help don’t have much to offer on organic production.

A drawback that John has experienced with the organic strategy has been sell-
ing grain on the open market at a lower price when the protein levels were low. 
He feels, however, that his relationship with his buyer will create some long-term 
commitments that will mitigate this risk. The baker has agreed to pay some pre-
mium for John’s wheat if it doesn’t have high enough protein levels as long as John 
promises to sell to him year in and year out.

 “It’s exciting to know where your product is going and to see the end prod-
uct being produced from your grain,” John says, summing up his organic experi-
ence thus far. “I have gone to the baker, seen his operation, and seen my grain’s 
qualities compared to other growers’. It’s exciting to see my grain do well.” More-
over, John is excited by the change in demand he has seen for his wheat since he 
switched to organic production. “I’m getting a reputation and more people know I 
grow organic wheat. I now get buyers calling me once a week during the summer 
offering to buy my grain, but I am sticking with my current buyer for now. Before 
I grew organic wheat I had only an occasional buyer contact me. Usually I had to 
find a buyer to sell my wheat.”
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Branding Versus Certification

What is branding? The definition of a brand in the marketing 
literature is “a name, term, design, symbol, or any other fea-
ture that identifies one seller’s good or service as distinct from 
those of other sellers” (marketing.about.com/library/glossary/
Marketing_Terms/bldef-brand.htm). In the Old West, cowboys 
branded their cattle to differentiate them from those of other 
ranches. The practice continues today to identify appropriate 
cattle owners and reduce theft, but now branding is also done 
with labels, packaging, and other materials.

The concept of branding is very broad and includes certifi-
cation as one method for distinguishing a set of products from 
others in the marketplace. Consumers must be able to associ-
ate a brand with high quality or other valued food characteris-
tics for the brand to establish identity and succeed. For example, 
if Mike has a reputation for growing produce of superior qual-
ity, buyers might search out his farm. As a result, a label such 
as “Mike’s Melons” will most likely be successful in establish-
ing a brand identity, especially for repeat buyers. Then, consum-
ers searching for high quality need only to look for the “Mike’s 
Melons” label in their local market. Apple Annie’s is a regional 
brand label that has local recognition for more than just apples. 
Oregon Country Beef is another example of a regional brand 
that has gained market share by providing what consumers per-
ceive to be high-quality beef.

If Mike seeks to market beyond the local level, however, he 
may not have the resources to support his brand. Consumers 
typically do not have direct interaction with individual pro-
ducers at the regional or national level, so promotion and ad-
vertising are more essential for a brand to be successful. At the 
national level, developing and marketing branded products is 
most successful for companies with deep pockets and a well-es-
tablished reputation such as Nabisco, Chiquita, or Tyson Foods.

What is certification? Certification provides an alternative 
that allows individual producers to be included under an es-
tablished umbrella program and label. Examples of two well-
known certification labels are the Good Housekeeping and 
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) seals. Like every other certifi-
cation label, these labels depend on establishing a set of produc-
tion processes and quality standards that define how the certi-
fied product is different. Producers who meet the established 
standards qualify for certification. Certified products provide 
assurance to buyers that those products have certain qualities 
or attributes that are valued by customers. A grower might sim-
ilarly produce products for a brand, where the owners of the 
brand determine the standards and types of products that qual-

Branding is very broad 
and includes certification.

Certification provides an 
alternative that allows 
individual producers to 
be included under an 
established umbrella 
program and label.
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ify to carry the specific brand label. However, brands are usually 
privately owned and managed. In contrast, third-party certifi-
cation refers to the assurance being provided by a party with no 
direct interest in the product; that is, the certifying party does 
not directly benefit from the sale. Where brands are associated 
with desired product qualities and that brand’s reputation, third-
party certification also relies on the reputation of the third party. 
Self-certification with promotion through oral testimony is an-
other method that some producers have used to differentiate 
their production (see the section on Types of Certifications). 
However, the focus of this book is on third-party certification as 
a marketing and product differentiation strategy.

To choose a successful marketing strategy using third-party 
certification, we first consider current factors that drive con-
sumers’ choices and that will ultimately determine your prod-
uct price received. We also look at what kind of alternative mar-
ket access your product may have. The next section provides 
additional information on product characteristics that consum-
ers demand and how certification relates to different categories 
of food product attributes.

Changing Consumer Demand for Food Products

The consumer’s food demand pyramid illustrated in figure 1 
(next page) presents a simple model of the consumer choice 
process. This model suggests that low-income consumers focus 
first on meeting their survival needs (the base of the pyramid). 
At higher income levels, consumers begin to use their dollars to 
purchase products that satisfy concerns above and beyond ba-
sic needs. As incomes rise, consumers desire additional char-
acteristics in their food beyond mere nutrition, including bet-
ter tasting foods in a myriad of varieties that can be consumed 
in convenient ways. Additionally, at high-income levels, con-
sumers also look for expanded information about their food 
and how food production affects their own health and lifestyle. 
High-income consumers are also concerned about the impact 
that individual food production decisions have on other peo-
ple, the environment, and animals. This suggests that as in-
comes increase, the demand for food products with different 
characteristics evolves. This evolution presents both oppor-
tunities and threats to existing and potential food producers. 
Producers who are able to recognize and address emerging op-
portunities as markets evolve may be able to overcome the dis-
advantages inherent either in being relatively small compared 
to producers in the general market or in entering a mature in-
dustry such as food production.

At high-income levels, 
consumers also look for 
expanded information 
about their food.
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Figure 1. The Hierarchy of Consumers’ Food Preferences
 Source: Jean Kinsey, University of Minnesota
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Food is not just food anymore, and food labels provide more 
than just the product name and ingredient list. The complex-
ity of obtaining safe and nutritious food (the bottom of the con-
sumers’ food demand pyramid) has come to light, due to re-
cent, serious food safety concerns including Bovine Spongiform 
Encephalopathy (BSE or “Mad Cow” Disease), E-coli 0157:H7 
outbreaks in the United States, worldwide apprehension over 
pesticide contamination, and the introduction of genetically 
modified organisms (GMOs) into the food supply. Some con-
sumer strategies for obtaining safe food include selecting prod-
ucts with guarantees beyond typical government inspection, 
including those that are certified by third-party inspectors, to 
address some aspect of their perceived health risks.

Traditionally, food products have been differentiated through 
1) appearance attributes readily identifiable by sight, touch, or 
smell, and 2) experience attributes such as taste, flavor, tenderness, 
sweetness, and related characteristics that can be evaluated only 
after consuming the product. However, as disposable incomes in 
the United States have increased, consumers have increasingly in-
corporated other factors that cannot be perceived through visual 
inspection or experience into their demand for food products. 
These characteristics include a desire for information about food 
production and processing practices and the potential personal 
health consequences associated with consuming different foods. 
These “extra-sensory” product characteristics are classified as 3) 

“Extra-sensory” product 
characteristics are 
classified as credence 
attributes. 
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credence attributes (Caswell 1998). Because these attributes are 
neither observed nor experienced by the consumer, they must be 
communicated by a trusted source through proper food labeling. 
Examples of credence attributes include animal welfare, biotech-
nology, use of growth promotants, antibiotics and feed additives, 
organic practices, traceability, and the region or country of origin 
of a food. Typically, consumers cannot directly determine the ex-
istence of such production and process attributes before, during, 
or after consumption because the attributes do not necessarily af-
fect the visual or sensory characteristics of the food. The emer-
gence of credence attributes as an important marketing compo-
nent in food products marks a new era in food marketing and has 
the potential for revolutionizing how food is produced and mar-
keted. Food certification is a critical part of how credence attri-
butes are established and communicated to consumers.

As consumers seek more than simply a description of the ap-
pearance and experience attributes of their food, certification 
and other assurances represent a means for providing them 
with information they value and are willing to search out and/or 
pay more for when they have a choice. Thus, third-party certifi-
cation provides information to help a consumer decide whether 
a product has the credence characteristics that he or she desires.

External Events Increase Demand for Certification

The issue of trust is central to many of the current discussions 
about food quality, safety, and certification. Two important 
events, one from the meat industry and one from the grain in-
dustry, provide dramatic illustrations on how important trust is 
for communicating and certifying food characteristics to con-
sumers. The BSE crisis in Europe in the 1990s demonstrated 
how incorrect and misleading government claims and assur-
ances can lead to serious food system problems. Near the be-
ginning of the BSE crisis, some European governments assured 
the public that beef products were safe to eat. However, when 
strong scientific evidence emerged linking the human disease, 
new Variant Creutzfeld-Jakob Disease (vCJD), with the eating 
of BSE-contaminated beef (Christensen 2002, Baines 2002), this 
led to a virtual collapse in the European beef market and a shat-
tering of consumer confidence in the governments’ capacity and 
capability in making these types of assessments.

A similar case occurred in the grain industry with a bioen-
gineered variety of corn, StarLink. StarLink had not been ap-
proved by the US government for human consumption because 
it contained a possible human allergen (Cry9C). But, an envi-
ronmental activist group documented that StarLink had been 

The emergence of 
credence attributes  
has the potential for 
revolutionizing how food is 
produced and marketed.
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introduced into the human food chain in spite of government 
inspections. The result was a very broad-scaled and costly recall 
program initiated by Adventis, the inventor of StarLink, which 
by some estimates cost the company $500 million to complete.

Even though significant food safety breakdowns in the US 
food system have and will continue to occur (see Salin and 
Hooker 2001), most American consumers continue to have a 
high degree of confidence in food safety assurances from the 
federal government (Christensen 2002, Loureiro and Umberger 
2003, Wessells, Johnston, and Donath 1999). In addition, a 
range of different groups have responded to consumer demand 
by providing additional types of certification beyond just nu-
tritional, health, and food safety claims. These new food cer-
tification efforts address various consumer concerns including 
humane animal treatment, environmental responsibility, and 
social responsibility. In this way, certification claims related to 
these issues are used to signal quality to consumers who place a 
value on how their food is produced.

Food certifications are typically performed by an unassoci-
ated “third-party” certifier who validates, usually through audits, 
that the inputs and/or processes used to produce food products 
are as claimed on the label. Since it is essentially impossible for 
individual consumers to verify credence attributes, the reputa-
tion of the agent providing the product certification is very im-
portant (e.g., United States Department of Agriculture [USDA] 
Inspected, Food Alliance Certification, etc.). In this respect, cer-
tifications made through advertising, labeling, or point-of-sale 
information can be powerful tools for establishing product, pro-
ducer, processor, and handler reputation(s).

Not all information implied by advertising, labeling, or point-
of-sale information is necessarily true or accurate. Firms often 
have economic incentives to make misleading or false claims 
about their products. Even when firms don’t intentionally mis-
lead consumers, consumers may still have erroneous percep-
tions about what is actually guaranteed or certified for a cer-
tain product. For example, consumers may inaccurately assume 
that “organic” means “pesticide-free.” Consequently, it is impor-
tant for food marketers to first understand the different attri-
butes consumers are willing to pay for, and then to effectively 
and accurately convey these product characteristics to consum-
ers. Furthermore, if certifications beyond traditional govern-
ment inspections are important to consumers, the selection of 
the appropriate certification agency is an important task for US 
food producers and businesses wishing to convey quality char-
acteristics, other than food safety, to consumers. The rest of this 
publication will address these issues.

Most American  
consumers continue to 
have a high degree of 
confidence in food safety 
assurances from the 
federal government.

Consumers may 
inaccurately assume that 

“organic” means “pesticide-
free.”
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What Food Attributes Do Consumers Value?

In addition to standard product characteristics, what other food 
product attributes are important to consumers? Consumers’ 
cultural norms and personal values influence how they eval-
uate available food products in the marketplace. In evaluating 
products, consumers consider one or more of the following five 
screening questions:

Social Responsibility Labels
Ben & Jerry’s, a primary producer of specialty ice cream, frozen yo-
gurt, and sorbet, puts social responsibility at the forefront of its busi-
ness decisions. The company’s mission is to produce high-quality nat-
ural ice creams, while incorporating business practices that respect 
the environment and improve the quality of life nationally and inter-
nationally. Programs range from product lines which support local 
grower cooperatives and environmentally friendly growing practices, 
such as in the “For a Change” and “Organic” ice cream lines, to the use 
of clean energy production practices, ice cream cups that can be com-
posted, and low environmental impact polyester resin tamper-evident 
shrink bands. Ben & Jerry’s supports the economic viability of family 
farms in rural communities by paying a price premium to the farm-
ers of the St. Albans Cooperative for milk produced by cows untreated 
by recombinant Bovine Growth Hormone (rBGH). Ben & Jerry’s goes 
to great lengths in its promotional and reporting activities to show the 
environmentally conscious and socially responsible consumer that its 
creed of similar values is indeed true.

Organic Line. Ben & Jerry’s currently has four flavors in its “Or-
ganic” line. All ingredients in this line are third-party certified organic. 
This requires that the forage and grain inputs the dairy cows consume, 
the strawberries used in strawberry ice cream, and all other ingredi-
ents be certified as organic. The company promotes its organic line as 
being wholesome and produced under methods that reduce environ-
mental degradation and maintain land productivity.

For A Change Line. Flavors in the “For a Change” line include smooth 
vanilla, chocolate, and coffee. Ingredient purchase decisions for these 
products are made with the goal of promoting positive social change. In 
an effort to provide suppliers with a vehicle to sustain their farms and 
communities, Ben & Jerry’s pays higher than market prices for ingre-
dients, provides long-term production contracts, and uses nontraditional  
financing options. For example, the coffee flavor is made using Fair 
Trade Certified coffee extract to ensure that farmers receive a fair price 
for their coffee and workers have decent living and working conditions.
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1. Does the food product affect the health of my family?

This question is associated with consumers’ concerns about 
food product safety. That is, are consumers concerned 
about whether the food product might have an adverse im-
pact on their and their family’s health and well-being? La-
bels that identify the origin of the product, certify it as or-
ganic, GMO-free, or guarantee some level of food safety 
may provide information to help consumers answer this 
question. The National Organic Program and government 
policies on non-GMO products explicitly state that no hu-
man health claims can be made for either. However, mul-
tiple surveys have concluded that some consumers choose 
these products because they believe, either rightly or 
wrongly, that organic products are healthier than nonor-
ganic products and non-GMO products are healthier than 
GMO products (Harris, Burress, and Eicher 2000). Con-
sumers have varying perceptions and beliefs about what 
constitutes a health risk. Some may view health risk only 
in relation to short-term nutritional benefits while others 
may view the possible inclusion of residual insecticides 
or chemicals on their food as a long-term threat to their 
health. Certification provides assurance to the consumer 
that food has been produced in a manner that is consis-
tent with product claims; this is especially important for 
health-related product attributes that cannot be readily de-
termined by the consumer at the point of sale.

The Food Safety and Inspection Service (www.fsis.usda.
gov) is a public health regulatory agency of the USDA that 
inspects all raw meat sold in interstate and foreign com-
merce. USDA inspection and certification (conducted by 
FSIS) is mandatory for essentially all meat, poultry, and 
egg products sold. This mandatory certification gives the 
consumer assurances that the food has been handled in a 
manner consistent with USDA guidelines for food safety.

Another example of a health-related certification program 
is the American Heart Association’s (AHA) heart-check 
mark food certification program (www.americanheart.org/ 
presenter.jhtml?identifier=2115). This certification pro-
gram was established by the AHA to help consumers find 
foods that meet FDA established “heart healthy” levels of 
fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, and naturally oc-
curring nutrients. Manufacturers of food products that 
meet the AHA’s certification program guidelines can use 
the heart-check mark as a label certifying that it is “heart 
healthy.”

Some consumers believe, 
either rightly or wrongly,  
organic products are 
healthier than nonorganic 
products

A five-digit number that 
starts with a “9” indicates 
that the produce was 
grown following organic 
standards. 
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National Organic Program
The USDA recently adopted the National Organic Program (NOP) to 
regulate the use of the term organic. Most synthetic pesticides and fer-
tilizers, all antibiotics, genetic engineering, sewage sludge, and irradi-
ation are excluded from organic production. In addition, organic ani-
mals must have access to the outdoors, except for poultry.

The following three organic labels may be found: “100% Organic,” 
“Organic,” and “Made With Organic Ingredients.” The three labels are 
used to distinguish among the percentage of organic ingredients used. 
Fresh produce is obviously all organic or not organic, so the labels 
of “100% Organic” and “Made With Organic Ingredients” are found on 
processed or manufactured products with mixed ingredients. “100% 
Organic” requires that all product ingredients be grown using organic 
standards. The “Organic” label requires that at least 95 percent of 
food product ingredients be grown organically, excluding water and 
salt by weight. However, the nonorganic ingredients (less than 5 per-
cent) must be on the approved National List (see www.ams.usda.gov/
nop/NOP/standards/LisReg.html). The National List delineates syn-
thetic materials that can be used for organic production and prohibited 
nonsynthetic items, as approved by the National Organic Standards 
Board. Items are removed from the National List after five years un-
less they are reviewed again and re-listed.

Products designated “100% Organic” and “Organic” may carry both 
the certifier’s logo and the National Organic logo. Products labeled 
“Made With Organic Ingredients” must be made with at least 70 per-
cent organic ingredients, of which at least three must be listed on the 
back of the package, and the remaining ingredients (less than 30 per-
cent) must be on the approved National List. These products may carry 
the certifier’s logo but may not display the USDA organic logo. Food 
products that have some organic ingredients, but less than 70 per-
cent of total ingredients, cannot display the word organic on the front 
of the package but can list the organic items as such on the side of 
the package.

Individual stickers placed on fresh produce also have meaning for 
how it was grown. For example, a five-digit number that starts with a 
“9” indicates that the produce was grown following organic standards. 
A five-digit number that starts with an “8” indicates the produce was 
derived from genetically altered seeds or plant material. A sticker with 
only four digits means the produce was grown “conventionally,” even 
though it may still have been grown without pesticides and is adver-
tised as such.

The USDA Organic label can only be applied to food that is third-
party certified as meeting NOP standards. Some entities label as “certi-
ifed organic” rather than just “organic,” but both are equally third-party 

The USDA Organic label 
can only be applied to 
food that is third-party 
certified as meeting 
organic standards.
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certified if the USDA Organic label is displayed. Produce is certified 
organic according to USDA standards by private companies and state 
agencies that have been approved by the USDA. Oregon Tilth is one 
example of a USDA-approved private company. A current list of ac-
credited organic certifying agents can be viewed by state at www.ams.
usda.gov/nop/CertifyingAgents/Accredited.html. 

Farms or handlers with less than $5,000 a year in organic agricul-
tural products may label their goods as organic without undergoing 
third-party certification, but they are not able to display the USDA Or-
ganic label or use a label of “certified organic.” Both the producer and 
handler must be third-party certified to display “certified organic” or 
the USDA Organic label. The USDA makes no claims that organic cer-
tified food is healthier or more nutritious than conventional foods, but 
only that the way it is grown, handled, and processed differs. For more 
information on the program visit www.ams.usda.gov/nop.

“Free-farmed” includes 
animal living standards 
related to food and water 
management criteria, 
living environment, and 
animal health.

There are no USDA 
standards for free-range 
eggs or beef.
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2. Does the production of the food product treat animals in a 
humane way?
Labels certifying animal handling conditions and quality 
of life during production such as “free-range,” “dolphin 
safe,” “cruelty-free,” and “free-farmed” are used to assure 
consumers that animal food products come from animals 
that were treated in a humane manner. For example, “free-
farmed” includes animal living standards related to food 
and water management criteria, living environment, and 
animal health. The USDA has standards for free-range or 
free-roaming poultry products (excluding eggs) that re-
quire poultry to have open-air access for an unspecified 
period each day. Currently, there are no USDA standards 
for free-range eggs or beef. Cage-free is a fairly common 
label that also has no USDA standard or regulation. An-
other certification is “Certified Humane Raised and Han-
dled” which provides certification that animals have 1) 
been able to engage in their natural behaviors, 2) have suf-
ficient space, shelter, and gentle handling to limit stress, 
and 3) have ample fresh water and a healthy diet without 
added antibiotics or hormones (see www.certifiedhumane.
com). The Certified Humane Raised and Handled website 
provides a list of retailers by state that carry products with 
this certification.

3. Are the production processes environmentally “safe” or 
“friendly”?
Certification programs have been developed in response to 
consumers’ concerns regarding the impact of specific pro-
duction practices on the natural environment. Organic la-
beling is by far the most important certification relating to 
environmentally friendly food production. Growth in con-
sumption of organic foods in the United States has been 
phenomenal (around 20 percent per year but from a small 
base) and demonstrates that a growing number of Amer-
icans perceive organic food as being healthy and environ-
mentally friendly.

The Rainforest Alliance (www.rainforest-alliance.org) 
offers one labeling program that promotes tropical for-
est conservation by using standards provided by the Sus-
tainable Agriculture Network, thus informing consumers 
of the production process’s impact on tropical environ-
ments. The Alliance’s mission is “to protect ecosystems and 
the people and wildlife that depend on them by transform-
ing land-use practices, business practices and consumer 
behavior.” Another example is “Conservation Beef ” (www.
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Dolphin-Safe Tuna
“Dolphin-Safe” tuna provides an example of animal welfare concerns 
focused on the treatment of an animal not directly associated with 
the product. On Starkist’s website (www.starkist.com), the first ques-
tion under the “FAQs” section reiterates Starkist’s policy that they will 
only buy tuna that is certified as “Dolphin-Safe.” The “Dolphin-Safe” 
label is regulated by the US Department of Commerce and is not the 
same as the “Flipper Seal.” The “Flipper Seal” is a program of Earth-
trust (www.earthtrust.org), a nonprofit wildlife conservation organi-
zation located in Hawaii. This program requires not only that a tuna 
firm meet “Dolphin-Safe” standards, but that it also contribute licens-
ing fees to a nonprofit dolphin-saving program and that it initiate other 
activities such as dolphin education or research on alternative fishing 
methods. These two certification programs represent different levels 
of animal welfare that consumers can choose to support by the tuna 
products they purchase.

conservationbeef.org), a labeling program sponsored by 
the Nature Conservancy that provides an opportunity for 
consumers to purchase beef products from a “landscape 
conservation program.”

A third example is Demeter Certified Biodynamic®, a 
certification process that guarantees the product has been 
raised using biodynamic production processes. Deme-
ter (www.demeter-usa.org) describes biodynamic farm 
management as relying on “close attention to the interre-
lation of the farm’s parts (i.e., fertility management, water 
management, pest control, etc.), rather than solely isolat-
ing and concentrating on its individual parts.” The entire 
farm needs to be managed as a system so that inputs “arise 
from within the living dynamics of the farm itself ” rather 
than be purchased as off-farm inputs. For example, 80 per-
cent of livestock feed must be produced on the farm that is 
certified; composting is emphasized as a fertilizer source; 
an entire farm must be certified as no provisions exist for 
partial certification or parallel production of another kind; 
and the introduction of new livestock from off the farm is 
limited to 3 percent of the herd each month. Demeter’s cer-
tification program addresses issues related to negative en-
vironmental and societal welfare impacts. These are just a 
few of the many diverse certification efforts verifying that 
specific production methods and/or procedures do not 
harm the environment.

Growth in consumption 
of organic foods 
demonstrates that a 
growing number of 
Americans perceive 
organic food as 
being healthy and 
environmentally friendly.
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4. Social Responsibility: Are others affected by the production 
and processing techniques?
Labels that address this issue respond to social concerns 
consumers may have about the economic, physical, or 
emotional harm that may be inflicted on those who pro-
duce the food they are purchasing. Human welfare con-
cerns the quality of life and working conditions of agricul-
tural workers that grow, harvest, and perform other tasks 
that lead to the final consumer-ready food product. For ex-
ample, TransFair USA certifies that for the products un-
der the Fair Trade Certified label (www.transfairusa.org) 
farmers have worked under fair conditions and received 
a fair price, thus assuring consumers that they are help-
ing producers when purchasing products that carry this la-
bel. Third-party certified programs can provide consumer 
assurances that agricultural workers have received a min-
imum standard of living for the products the consumers 
buy. Product claims may also indicate that farmers and/or 
agricultural workers receive enough benefit from produc-
ing a product to sustain and grow their local communities.

5. Does the consumption of the product conform to my religious 
beliefs?
People may want to have assurances that a food product 
was produced, prepared, and handled according to their 
religious beliefs. An example of a religious certification is 
Kosher (Jewish). Kosher is derived from the Hebrew word 

“kasher,” which means “pure” or “proper.” Different certify-
ing bodies mark products to assure that the product meets 
the criteria to be considered Kosher. Over 300 different or-
ganizations certify whether products are Kosher and most 
utilize different logos. For example, the Orthodox Union is 
a nonprofit communal organization that uses the hecksher 
or “OU” mark to certify that foods have been produced fol-
lowing Kosher practices.

While all certifying agencies have similar standards, 
there are differences in how the certification is done and 
what is allowed. Practitioners of many faiths, including 
Muslims, Seventh-day Adventists, and Latter-day Saints, 
have concerns about food and beverages meeting religious 
guidelines. It is also noted that over one-third of Kosher 
consumers are estimated to be individuals with allergies, 
vegetarians, or at-risk health groups who perceive Ko-
sher products as cleaner or purer and healthier for their 
well-being. Kosher food sales have increased more than 
10 percent annually in recent years whereas overall food 

The entire farm needs to 
be managed as a system.

Kosher food sales have 
increased more than 10 
percent annually in recent 
years.
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Example of a NonProfit Eco-label:  
The Food Alliance (www.thefoodalliance.org)
The Food Alliance (FA), with headquarters in Portland, Oregon and a 
regional office in Minneapolis, Minnesota, defines itself as a “nonprofit 
organization that promotes sustainable agriculture by recognizing and 
rewarding farmers who produce food in environmentally friendly and 
socially responsible ways, and educating consumers and others in 
the food system about the benefits of sustainable agriculture.” The FA 
strives to accomplish this goal by serving as a third-party certification 
agency for farmers and by establishing partnerships with food retail-
ers, restaurants, and other food distributors. To qualify for FA certifica-
tion, producers must satisfy three fixed standards and receive a pass-
ing mark on each of four “scored standards.” Certified producers pay 
an initial $500 certification fee plus a sliding scale program fee that is 
based on product sales.

The fixed standards are
• no use of genetically modified seed varieties or livestock breeds;
• no use of hormones or feed additive (sub-therapeutic) antibiotics 

in livestock production; and
• continual improvement of management and production practices.

The scored standards are
• reduced pesticide use;
• soil and water conservation;
• safe and fair working conditions; and
• wildlife habitat conservation.

A sixty-one-page manual, available on the website, provides full 
details of the certification process. All of the inspection documents are 
also available on the web.

According to the FA, farmer benefits from certification are
• credibility through third-party recognition;
• brand building and consumer loyalty;
• consumer education, recognition, and goodwill; and
• market access and increased national and regional appeal.

While farmers may support the intent of the FA standards, most will 
also seek evidence that the certification process will provide some bot-
tom line benefits. To achieve that bottom line result, FA must overcome 
the daunting challenge of developing consumer awareness and sup-
port for the certification process it has established.

Seek evidence that the 
certification process will 
provide some bottom line 
benefits.
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sales have increased only 1 to 2 percent. To take advantage 
of this trend, the Florida Department of Agriculture and 
Consumer Services has instituted a “Kosher from Florida” 
logo program.

Does Third-Party Certification Add Value  
to Food Products?

A number of studies have assessed the economic value of dif-
ferent kinds of certification programs and suggest that certify-
ing food characteristics may increase the value of food products. 
For example, a study of eco-labeled apples found that consum-
ers were willing to pay a small premium for them (Loureiro, Mc-
Cluskey, and Mittelhammer 2001, 2002). The authors concluded 
that the eco-label premium is somewhere between that for or-
ganic and conventional apples. Loureiro and McCluskey (2000) 
also found some price premium for regional and origin labeling 
such as Protected Geographical Identification (PGI) (see note 1, 
p. 51) and Washington Apples. The Economic Research Service 
(ERS) recently completed a report (Oberholtzer, Dimitri, and 
Greene 2005) of organic price trends and margins and concluded 
that wholesale and farmgate premiums for broccoli and carrots 
were remaining strong but had narrowed for leafy greens used in 
gourmet salad mixes. Other studies have found a positive willing-
ness to pay for BSE-tested beef in Japan (McCluskey et al. 2003) 
and apples certified as being produced by “farm workers who en-
joy fair and safe working conditions” (Loureiro and McCluskey 
2000). Dickinson and Bailey (2002, 2005) also found evidence 
of a positive willingness to pay for traceability, animal welfare, 
and enhanced food safety certifications in beef and pork prod-
ucts. It should also be noted that most of these studies examined 
what consumers said they would pay rather than their actual pur-
chases. Actual consumer demand for certified products may not 
rise to the level indicated by their reported attitudes. (Some his-
torical data of farmgate and wholesale organic prices are available 
from ERS at www.ers.usda.gov/data/OrganicPrices/.)

While these studies suggest that different certifications add 
value to food products, consumers must still have a high-quality 
consumption experience to maintain demand for these prod-
ucts. This is especially true for origin-based certifications such 
as PGI and traceability (McCluskey et al. 2003, Dickinson and 
Bailey 2002). For example, Dickinson and Bailey (2002) sug-
gest that traceability could be successfully “bundled” with other 
characteristics such as enhanced food safety or animal welfare, 
resulting in a higher value for the product than with simple 
traceability alone.

People may want…
assurances that a food 
product was produced, 
prepared, and handled 
according to their 
religious beliefs.
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Producers approach the question of added value from a 
somewhat different perspective since they must take into ac-
count both the benefits and the costs of becoming certified. In 
the discussion that follows, producers must recognize that they 
will probably not be able to obtain precise values for all the 
benefit and cost data that they will need to use in their deci-
sion making. Still, it will be worthwhile to spend the time and 
effort to work toward developing solid estimates of these ben-
efits and costs.

On the benefits side of the ledger, producers should think 
about the sum of three benefits. First, producers hope to receive 
higher prices as a consequence of consumers’ positive willing-
ness-to-pay for selected product attributes. Producers should 
recognize, however, that little research has been done to date that 
really documents the extent of these higher prices and returns. 
In addition to higher prices, two other benefits that producers 
might gain through certification are increased market access and 
improved price stabilization. The producer should assign a dollar 
value to these two benefits if they will help the business.

The cost side also has three major components. First, there 
is the actual price of obtaining certification. As was portrayed 
in the Wyoming wheat example, these prices can vary dramati-
cally even among alternative certifiers offering largely the same 

Religious Responsibility
Vegetarians and religious organizations that prohibit beef consump-
tion, such as is the case with Hindus, seek out and patronize res-
taurants with vegetarian options. Restaurants looking to attract these 
groups often provide their own certification (i.e., first-party) and/or 
pledges that their vegetarian options do not include meat products. 
However, these pledges or claims are not always correct. In March 
of 2002, McDonald’s agreed to pay $10 million to settle a class-ac-
tion suit regarding its use of beef extract in its French fries. The Illinois 
State court called for McDonald’s to apologize to customers and pay 
$10 million to vegetarian and Hindu organizations.

Pizza Hut, America’s leading pizza restaurant chain, markets its 
Veggie Lovers pizza as a vegetarian option in its product lineup. In 
May of 2002, a class-action suit was filed in Seattle against Pizza Hut, 
claiming the use of beef products in its Veggie Lovers pizza. The com-
plaint stated that “defendants intentionally marketed their pizza to the 
vegetarian community knowing that the foods were not vegetarian.” 
The lawyer for the plaintiffs told the Seattle Post Intelligencer that “the 
beef product is in the cheese.”

Unlike an endorsement, 
certification involves 
standards, testing, and 
enforcement as integral 
components.
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certification, so it makes sense to do your own research. Direct 
certification costs involve multiple elements including appli-
cation fees, inspection fees, and sometimes percentage of sales 
fees. Often the initial certification is more expensive than recer-
tification. These out of pocket costs generally total $300 and up 
and do change over time. Most certifiers offer some guidance 
on their fees on their websites. Currently, many states are offer-
ing 75 percent cost shares up to $500 for organic certification. In 
Oregon, as an example, this offer extends through 2008.

The second group of additional costs that producers must an-
alyze are those associated with changing their production prac-
tices in order to meet the required standards. Each producer 
must think through and estimate these costs for each potential 
set of certification standards. The third cost area to be analyzed 
includes costs (both out-of-pocket and in time) required to 
maintain the records needed to meet certification standards. As 
was true for the benefits, producers must sum these three costs 
to get the overall implications of the negative side of the ledger.

The final step is to compare overall benefits and overall costs. 
This comparison must be done for a reasonable multiyear time 
horizon since over time and with experience, benefits may in-
crease while costs may decrease.

How third-party certification adds value to food products can 
be better understood by examining four key functions of certifi-
cation. These functions are 1) standard setting, 2) testing, 3) cer-
tification of producers and processors, and 4) enforcement.

Standards set by reputable third parties establish a specific 
level of quality that the product must possess to carry a third-
party certified label. Additionally, these third-party standards fa-
cilitate market transactions by creating a recognizable and well-
defined terminology that consumers can easily understand. For 
example, purchasing produce labeled as “certified organic” or 
with the USDA organic label means that a third-party inspector 
approved by USDA has verified that the restricted set of USDA 
standards and practices has been followed in the produce pro-
duction, handling, and processing. Organic producers and han-
dlers with less than $5,000 in annual sales may “self-certify” their 
practices and may label their product as organic, but they may 
not say “certified organic” or display the USDA Organic label. 

Testing services offered by third parties provide an objective 
measure of a food product’s quality. These testing services may 
reduce both the producer’s and consumer’s costs of validating 
claims that certain quality standards have been reached and will 
increase the value of the information provided by the label. For 
example, corn can now be tested to determine if it is nongenet-
ically modified.
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Certification provided by accredited third parties assures 
consumers that the producers’ and processors’ labeling infor-
mation is valid. Producers and processors get the value of the 
third party’s reputation, similar to how a product endorsement 
by a celebrity or other party can add value to a product. Unlike 
an endorsement, certification involves standards, testing, and 
enforcement as integral components. Additionally, certification 
establishes the credibility of a firm’s claims.

The final service provided by third parties is the enforcement 
of truthful quality standards. In order to maintain credible and 
certified standards, third parties must offer supervisory moni-
toring services to guard against fraudulent quality claims. Third-
party enforcement is a way to insure producers and processors 
follow guidelines. This is particularly important for credence 
characteristics, such as source verification, where labels are the 
only means to provide information. The third party must be 
willing to penalize a firm with either legal action or de-certifica-
tion to discourage fraud.

Types of Certifications

If certification is important to some consumers, these consum-
ers are also interested in who provides the certification. Two 
primary methods are available for value-based food label cer-
tification: self-certification and third-party certification. Self-
certifications, also known as first-party certifications, are direct 
claims made about a food product by the firm that produced it. 
The variety of such claims is nearly endless. Examples include 
“healthy,” “homegrown,” “Mom’s favorite,” “Nature’s best,” “en-
vironmentally friendly,” “individually harvested,” “cage-free,” 
and “no antibiotics.” Private firms often use labels to self-cer-
tify certain food characteristics. Typically, first-party certifica-
tion requires no generally accepted standards to make a specific 
claim about a food product. The firm is subject to truth-in-la-
beling laws (depending on the product, label claims need to be 
approved by the USDA or FDA), but there is no independent 
organization verifying the firm’s claims about the product. In 
some cases, the proliferation of self-certifications and especially 
their actual/potential abuse has led to legislation controlling the 
use of such claims. Examples are “organic” and claims involv-
ing the fat content of products and what constitutes “no/low fat,” 

“light,” etc.
Producers who sell less than $5,000 per year of organic farm 

products are in essence self-certifiers since they are not sub-
ject to certification by a third-party, but they are still required 
to follow organic practices in order to sell their product as or-

Consumers may prefer 
first-party claims, 
particularly if reputations 
and personal relationships 
of trust develop over time.
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ganic. The credibility of self-certification claims may be suspect 
at first glance because of the conflict of interest that exists. How-
ever, many consumers may prefer first-party claims, particularly 
if reputations and personal relationships of trust develop over 
time through repeated consumer-producer transactions. This 
was the case in the earlier example with Mike’s Melons. Simi-
larly, a produce seller at a farmers’ market may work to build 
trust with buyers by making claims about his/her products and 
then providing individualized education to the buyer. The seller 
may provide product samples, invite buyers to see his/her op-
eration, or in some other way communicate to buyers that their 
claims are true. For many customers, this personal, first-party 
relationship may be the most trusted form of food quality com-
munication.

Third-party certification provides product or production 
claims’ verification that is not directly tied to the firm or orga-
nization producing the product. Consumer credibility and rep-
utation is something that well-recognized certifiers work at for 
years to establish and protect. Thus, securing a reputable third-
party certifier to test and place their label or stamp of approval 
on your product is a way to obtain consumer credibility very 
quickly compared to establishing a brand or first-party prod-
uct claims. In the past, government inspectors have often been 
seen as independent third-party inspectors for food transac-
tions because they perform many food safety inspections. How-
ever, as consumer concerns have broadened beyond just food 
safety and have intensified in the area of unproven long-term 
food safety issues, some consumers have questioned the efficacy 
of government inspections and grading in making third-party 
certifications.

Self-certifications, also 
known as first-party 
certifications, are direct 
claims.
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Eurofresh, a US corporation with Dutch roots, is located in southeastern Arizona. 
It is no surprise that the greenhouse has ties to Holland since over 90 percent of 
the world’s greenhouse acreage is located there. The owners wanted to start pro-
duction in the United States because they felt that they could easily undercut Dutch 
imports that require costly airfreight shipping. Eurofresh started with a 10-acre 
greenhouse facility in Pennsylvania, but the site was not feasible for winter pro-
duction and the sunshine was not reliable. Thus, they moved to Willcox, Arizona 
in 1992 and built a new 10-acre greenhouse. They quickly expanded to 40 acres 
and then began adding acreage in 20-acre increments. By the end of 2004, Euro-
fresh had expanded their Willcox operation to 192 acres, making this facility the 
single largest glass greenhouse center of its kind in the world. They have plans 
underway to expand even more. These greenhouses will allow them to supply a 
consistent quality and large retail volume of tomatoes year-round.

Inseparable Production and Marketing. Eurofresh says its mission statement 
is “a company wide commitment to growing and marketing a consistently high-
quality, nutritional, flavorful, American, pesticide-free hydroponic greenhouse to-
mato all year round.” Dwight Ferguson, Chief Marketing Officer, explains that pro-
duction is key to their marketing. “Consistency is the key word that supermarket 
retailers are looking for.” Consistency in quality (safety, healthiness, taste, looks, 
etc.), price (competitive within seasonal market), and quantity (available to stock 
shelves year round) are all needed to maintain a successful long-term relation-
ship with retail buyers. Everything from seed selection through harvest and post-
harvest grading and shipping needs to be done at high standards to ensure a de-
sirable product. Eurofresh’s tomatoes are grown pesticide free and are randomly 
monitored for pesticides through the NutriClean program of Scientific Certification 
Systems (SCS). The NutriClean seal can be placed with a brand label, but Euro-
fresh mainly uses their third-party certification to stand behind the claims on their 
pesticide-free Eurofresh label.

SCS was established in 1984 as the first third-party certifying entity for test-
ing pesticide residues in fresh produce. The NutriClean program certifies grower 
practices and tolerance limits for chemical residues on random product samples 
that are more stringent than Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) levels. Nu-
triClean certification requires full disclosure of all spray records and growers 
are required to consult with SCS scientists before using any chemicals on their 
crop. This is to help ensure that nontoxic or least-toxic chemicals are used where 
biological pest control options are not available and that residue levels remain  
extremely low.

THIRD-PARTY CERTIFIED PESTICIDE-FREE 
GREENHOUSE TOMATOES
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The greenhouse environment reduces the plants’ exposure to outside pests and 
allows Eurofresh to create a balance between predators and beneficial insects. To-
matoes are grown hydroponically so that they extract their nutrients from a water 
solution and artificial medium rather than from soil. Because many of the nutri-
ents put in the water solution are not available or certifiable as organic, the com-
pany has no immediate plans to grow and certify their tomatoes as organic.

Pesticide Residue Concerns. Every tomato sold by Eurofresh receives a pes-
ticide-free label. Eurofresh has purchased research information from the Perish-
ables Group to help better educate their retail buyers. Some of these buyers have 
told Eurofresh that their consumers don’t really care about food safety issues. The 
research indicates, says the Perishables, that 65 percent of consumers feel it is 
important or very important that products be grown without pesticides. However, 
only 39 percent indicate that they are likely or very likely to pay more to purchase 
products grown without pesticides. Eurofresh also makes the claim that their vari-
ety of on-the-vine tomatoes has more cancer-fighting lycopene than other variet-
ies. “You’ll love every healthy bite” is one of their slogans. “Garden Fresh Flavor” 
is a labeling slogan on their cartons as well.

Although Eurofresh has experienced huge ups and downs in tomato prices, 
their greatest perceived risks are a crop failure from a virus outbreak, product li-
ability, or a boycott campaign. Because Eurofresh markets their product as a pes-
ticide-free product, they feel very exposed to product liability cases. For this rea-
son, Eurofresh spends over a million dollars every year on independent random 
testing and monitoring of pesticide residues, wasp predators for insects, and other 
costly production techniques so that they can stand behind their claim of a pesti-
cide-free product. If an individual were to become ill from eating one of their to-
matoes and a company could detect pesticide residue in their product, Eurofresh 
feels that this could shut them down for good. The facilities might possibly be used 
to produce under a different name, but all of the market investment made in de-
veloping the brand of Eurofresh would be history.

Certification Highlights. Eurofresh was named “America’s Best Tasting Tomato” 
by American Culinary Chefsbest (an independent, national organization of Ameri-
ca’s chefs) for 1998, 1999, and 2000. But in addition to having great tasting toma-
toes, Eurofresh recognizes that pesticide-free certification from a third-party certi-
fier greatly enhances the company’s reputation for quality and reduces their liability 
risks. Pesticide-free certification is one piece of many components they have used in 
developing a successful production-marketing plan. Because Eurofresh has so much 
invested in developing their brand name, they feel third-party certification from a 
long established and recognized agency has been worth it. They believe that no sub-
stitute exists for developing good long-term relationships with retailers and consum-
ers. Such relationships are built on the consistency of their entire product package, 
which includes consumers’ taste experiences and food-safety perceptions.

More information about Eurofresh can be found at www.eurofresh.com.
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Greener Pastures Poultry: A Case of NOT Certifying
Some agricultural producers achieve marketplace differentiation with-
out obtaining third-party certification. Greener Pastures Poultry (GPP) 
is a collaboration of family farms in Western Oregon that supplies 
premium, pasture-raised chickens and turkeys to individual custom-
ers, restaurants, retailers, and food service buyers. Through intense 
direct marketing efforts, GPP products have gained a devoted clien-
tele willing to pay a significant premium. An important component of 
that effort is providing a detailed description of their poultry produc-
tion process.

GPP has chosen to do this on their own, but only after conduct-
ing market research and engaging in discussions with key custom-
ers. GPP’s General Manager, Aaron Silverman, provides this analy-
sis of the various certification options: “We start by recognizing that all 
of these certification programs have costs and therefore we want to 
study whether the benefits they provide will actually be large enough. 
Organic certification for poultry has developed with a focus solely on 
feed supply. That focus does not allow us to highlight the story behind 
our products—produced on pasture by family farms in a specific local 
region. Even more important, we have been pleased to find that our 
product does very well in the marketplace when it is next to organic 
poultry, even when the organic goes on sale and sells for the same 
price as our products. To us that means our message has taken hold. 
While other certifiers could potentially help us get our message across, 
none that we have examined really has developed a following in the 
marketplace. As a result, at this point we feel that we can be most suc-
cessful by going it alone.”

Aaron recognizes that he must continue to monitor what is going 
on in the market and is the first to admit that if GPP customers become 
interested in certification, GPP must be ready to quickly respond. Even 
now GPP is actively engaged in discussions on the one potential set of 
certification standards that most closely relates to their approach—the 
USDA effort to develop standards for “grass-fed” for meat.

There are three lessons to be drawn from the GPP experience:
Producers should carefully examine both the costs and benefits 

from any certification program;
The market changes quickly so producers must be continually mon-

itoring how it is developing; and
Producers often have the opportunity to influence the development 

of new certification standards (as is the case here with the grass-fed 
standards).

More information about GPP can be found at www.greenerpastures 
poultry.com.

“Our product does very 
well in the marketplace 
when it is next to organic 
poultry.”

Carefully examine both the 
costs and benefits from 
any certification program.
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Geographic Certification: Country of Origin Labeling
Country-of-origin labeling (COOL) is one example of a national geo-
graphical third party certification program. The 2002 Farm Security 
and Rural Investment Act (2002 Farm Bill) included a provision man-
dating that retailers provide country-of-origin information (in the form 
of a label or placard) at the point of purchase for specific fresh food 
items. Whole muscle and ground cuts of beef, pork, and lamb; sea-
food; peanuts; and fruits and vegetables sold through retailers were all 
included in the mandatory COOL provision. The 2002 COOL Act was 
scheduled to become mandatory in September of 2004. However, due 
to industry concerns about a mandatory COOL program, in January 
2004, legislation was signed postponing implementation of a manda-
tory COOL program for all food products except wild and farm-raised 
fish and shellfish. There continues to be a debate regarding whether 
or not a mandatory COOL should be implemented. A discussion of 
several of the issues surrounding the COOL debate can be found in 
the fourth quarter 2004 issue of Choices Magazine (online at http://
www.choicesmagazine.org/2004-4/index.htm). Regardless of this de-
bate, various voluntary, state, and local government origin-labeling 
programs currently exist or are being developed so that consumers 
can purchase according to their beliefs about the safety and quality of 
food from specific geographical areas (for example, Vidalia onions, 
Copper River salmon, Nebraska Corn-fed beef).

Consumers can 
purchase according 
to their beliefs about 
the safety and quality 
of food from specific 
geographical areas.
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Geographic Certification: Kona Coffee
Kona Coffee is recognized as one of the world’s finest coffees and 
also has the corresponding distinction of being one of the most ex-
pensive coffees. Some Kona Coffee fetches a retail price of over $50 
per pound.

Prices depend on top quality, in turn a function of climatic conditions 
in the Kona area, the coffee variety, agronomic practices including 
hand harvesting, and processing methods. Unfortunately, it is difficult 
to identify Kona Coffee by only visual inspection, and other methods 
are usually costly and/or destroy the product. It can be lucrative to 
blend Kona with other coffees, or to engage in questionable practices 
such as Kona-style coffee, or outright deception by fraudulently label-
ing other coffees as Kona Coffee.

The coffee industry and the state of Hawaii have a multi-pronged 
effort to counter these activities.
• The state of Hawaii has legislation that stipulates how Kona as 

well as other Hawaiian coffees must be labeled. To extend pro-
tection outside Hawaii, the state of Hawaii and the Hawaii Coffee 
Association have federal trademarks for Kona Coffee (as well as 
other Hawaiian coffees). These signify and assure that the prod-
uct was grown within a defined geographic area.

• At the processor level, the state of Hawaii inspects and certifies 
each bag of green (unroasted) coffee as being genuine Kona Cof-
fee. Such coffee must meet minimum quality and grade stan-
dards. Each 100 lb. burlap bag has a cardboard tag sewn onto it 
with the seal of the Hawaii Department of Agriculture and a reg-
istration number.

• In Hawaii, a “Kona Coffee blend” must contain at least 10 percent 
Kona Coffee.

• The Kona Coffee Council runs the 100% Kona Coffee Seal of Ap-
proval program for Kona farmers and processors. This seal is 
applied to bags of roasted coffee, and assures consumers that 
they are buying 100 percent pure Kona Coffee.
For more information:
The Kona Coffee Council 
 www.kona-coffee-council.com
Federal trademarks for 100% Hawaii green coffee
 www.hawaiiag.org/hdoa/pdf/qad-coffeebrochure.pdf
Labeling law for Hawaii-grown roasted and instant coffee
 www.hawaiiag.org/hdoa/qad_ms_coffee

It is difficult to identify 
Kona Coffee by only visual 
inspection.
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Types of Third-Party Agents

Food certifications vary both in the type of attributes certi-
fied and the body providing the certification. Certifying bod-
ies include government agencies, nongovernment organiza-
tions (NGOs), religious organizations, and private companies. 
The government is the most common third-party agent. Fed-
eral, state, and local governments have established both vol-
untary and mandatory labeling standards to protect against 
fraudulent claims. The government may take complete respon-
sibility for the certification process, or it may use a private en-
tity to test, certify, and enforce the standards. Several levels of 
government certification are available. The national standards 
for organic foods mandated by the USDA are an example of a 
national-level, third-party certification program. The USDA or-
ganic standards initiated in October 2002 are designed to pro-
vide a stringent definition of “certified organic.” Thus, the USDA 
is the third-party responsible for overseeing the certification 
of food products that carry the “organic” label. However, the 
USDA also accredits private and not-for-profit organizations to 
certify organic food in the United States. The USDA then re-
quires accredited certifying organizations to maintain and sub-
mit records annually to the USDA.

The USDA through its Process Verified Program allows pro-
ducers of agricultural products to certify the processes for those 
products. Companies must submit a documented quality man-
agement system. The company then goes through a review and 
audit. (See www.processverified.usda.gov for a description of 
the program and links to the documentation required.) Once a 
company has gone through the process and been approved, they 
can display the USDA process-verified shield on the labels and 
other promotional materials. The use of promotional materials 
must be approved and any use of the shield must have informa-
tion about the process verified adjacent or at the point of sale 
with an * note indicating this. There are a series of fact sheets 
on this topic at www.agmanager.info/agribus/process_verify/
default.asp.

There are also numerous state, regional, and local programs 
which are validated by a reputable government third party. 
These regional programs may provide consumers with informa-
tion such as the origin of their food and with the opportunity 
to support state and locally grown products. Colorado Depart-
ment of Agriculture’s Colorado Proud Program, the Arizona 
Grown label, and the Hawaii Department of Agriculture’s Island 
Fresh program all promote products at the state level.

Nongovernment organizations (NGOs) such as the Food Al-
liance, Orthodox Union, World Wildlife Fund, and the Salmon 

USDA also accredits 
private and not-for-profit 
organizations to certify 
organic food in the 
United States.
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Founded in 1973 and headquartered in Santa Cruz, California, CCOF is a non-
profit, democratically organized member association that has regional chapters 
that work locally with potential and existing certifying clients. The chapters are 
staffed by volunteers that are essential to the basic functions of CCOF. Chapter vol-
unteers meet periodically to review inspection reports of local growers and as-
sign certification status.

Third-party certification is a big step for any producer who wants to differen-
tiate his or her product in the marketplace. For more than thirty years CCOF has 
promoted organic production practices and provided organic certification services 
to farmers, handlers, livestock producers, processors, and retailers. People have 
trusted California Certified Organic Farmers (CCOF) to ensure their organic food 
is produced to the highest standards. From apples to zucchini, from almond oil to 
wine, CCOF certifies a variety of organic products.

CCOF, the Organic Movement and the Organic Community. CCOF is a pio-
neer of the organic movement. It was one of the first certifiers to develop and set 
uniform guidelines for organic production and one of the first organizations that 
certified organic farms and farmers in North America. It was instrumental in de-
veloping a legal definition for “organic” and became the most recognized organic 
certifier in the process. As a result, The California Organic Foods Act of 1990 was 
modeled after CCOF’s own standards, and the California Standards became the 
basis of what is now the National Organic Program (NOP).

CCOF is a member of the Organic Trade Association (OTA), OTA’s Certifiers 
Council (OCC), and the International Federation of Organic Agricultural Move-
ments (IFOAM). CCOF participates with these organizations to develop consistent 
national and international standards for organic food production. CCOF is accred-
ited by IFOAM and by USDA for ISO Guide 65 compliance (www.ams.usda.gov/
lsg/arc/iso65.htm) and for compliance with the National Organic Program.

CCOF Certification Services. CCOF certifies all stages of organic production 
and sales, organic farmers, processors, wholesalers, and retailers in California, 
the United States, and overseas. CCOF only certifies organic farmers, processors, 
retailers, and wholesalers who comply with USDA and CCOF International or-
ganic standards. CCOF inspectors examine the crops, the land, the facility, the pro-
cess, and the paperwork. Their inspection reports are reviewed by two different 
groups of experts.

CALIFORNIA CERTIFIED ORGANIC FARMERS 
(CCOF): MORE THAN AN ORGANIC CERTIFIER
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Seven Steps to Organic Certification in California. When healthy organic 
foods are produced, a commitment is made to customers. CCOF honors that com-
mitment, offering certification that customers can trust. A farm or operation can 
earn “Certified Organic” recognition in just seven steps:
1. Contact CCOF. To request an application package, call CCOF at (888) 423-

2263, email ccof@ccof.org, or download pdf versions of the forms at www.
ccof.org.

2. Read the CCOF manual. The manuals (1–4) contain a list of the organic stan-
dards that are required of CCOF clients, plus helpful information on the cer-
tification process.

3. Register the operation with the county or Department of Health Services. If 
the intention is to sell any product as organic, the operation must comply 
with CCOF’s standards under the National Organic Program and the Califor-
nia Organic Program. Information on organic registration is available from 
County Agricultural Commissioners (growers), Department of Health Ser-
vices (handlers/processors), or from the California Department of Food and 
Agriculture (CDFA).

4. Send in the application consisting of the application form, CCOF affidavit, and 
the Organic System Plan (OSP). The general information portion of the appli-
cation and the required sections of the application should be completed ac-
cording to the type of operation (grower, handler, livestock, retailer). Grow-
ers should include three years of land history verification and maps of the 
land parcels intended for organic production. Applications should be mailed 
to the CCOF home office with the one-time $250 application fee. Annual fees 
are detailed in Manual One, Section 2 and on the certification fees page of 
the certified clients corner. CCOF will provide a fee estimate to any new ap-
plicant.

5. Chapter assignment and inspection. The application will be reviewed by 
CCOF’s home office staff and assigned to a local chapter. A trained inspector 
will then call to set up a site inspection. A site inspection fee is required for 
certification processing. The chapter representative will provide information 
on meetings and opportunities to meet other organic producers in the area.

6. Inspection report review. The chapter certification committee and CCOF’s 
home office staff will review inspection reports and assign a certification sta-
tus to each operation.

7. Certification status notification. Upon completion of the review process, CCOF 
will send a letter regarding the certification status and any requirements for 
further certification.

For More Information:
California Certified Organic Farmers Website: www.ccof.org
Organic Materials Research Institute Website: www.omri.org
Organic Farming Research Foundation Website: www.ofrf.org
USDA/AMS National Organic Program Website: www.ams.usda.gov/nop
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Safe Farm Management Certification Program may also pro-
vide a reputable third-party certification. NGO third-party cer-
tifiers are typically not-for-profit organizations and usually have 
a social, religious, or political agenda. The Food Alliance is a 
nationally recognized nonprofit organization that certifies pro-
ducers who follow sustainable agricultural practices. In order 
for a producer to receive Food Alliance certification, they must 
meet a stringent set of environmental and social production cri-
teria, such as the use of natural pest control, crop rotations, soil, 
water and wildlife habitat conservation, humane treatment of 
animals, and fair working conditions.

The Forest Stewardship Council accredits certification of 
wood and wood products as coming from “well-managed” for-
ests. The World Wide Fund (WWF) created this organization. 
The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) is an international 
charitable organization that certifies whether seafood products 
are produced and processed by sustainable and well-managed 
fisheries (www.msc.org). In the United States, many of the prod-
ucts that are certified by MSC are forms of Alaskan salmon.

Religious organizations are another type of nonprofit orga-
nization involved in food certification. They are used to certify 
that product attributes associated with religious beliefs are pres-
ent. Kosher foods are one example (see Star-K Kosher Certifica-
tion at www.star-k.com/default.htm for a discussion from one 
of many Kosher certifiers).

In addition to government, NGO, and religious certification 
agencies, private-for-profit firms can also provide a reputable 
entity for third-party certification. For example, the NutriClean 
labeling program, administered by the private company Scien-
tific Certification Services (SCS), guarantees that foods carry-
ing the NutriClean label are pesticide and residue free. The SCS 
prohibits the hiring of employees who may have a vested in-
terest in products that are certified; thus, the company aspires 
for independent evaluations with no potential conflicts of in-
terest. Another example of a private certifier is Quality Assur-
ance International (QAI), a firm that certifies organic products 
worldwide.

Certifying organizations use their own labels, which are usu-
ally trademarked. Also, regardless of whether certifiers are gov-
ernment, private, or NGOs, a fee is charged for inspection ser-
vices. Table 1 provides a matrix of certifying organizations and 
different types of product certifications. In considering cer-
tification, producers must decide on all of the following: 1) 
whether to obtain certification or not, 2) what attributes to cer-
tify, and 3) the selection of the appropriate entity(ies) to do the 
certification(s).

NGO third-party certifiers 
are typically not-for-profit 
organizations and usually 
have a social, religious, or 
political agenda.



Table 1. Examples of a Few of the Available Certifying Organizationsa by Product Attributes and Certifying 
Entity

Type of Certifying Entity

Product Attribute Government NGO and  
Religious Organizations Wholly Private Companies

Personal Welfare 
(e.g., Heart-check)

USDA

FSIS (USDA)

FDA

Oregon Tilth

American Heart Association

California Certified Organic 
Farmers

Self-certification

SCS (NutriClean)

Quality Assurance  
International

Animal Welfare 
(e.g., Free-range Chickens)

The Food Alliance

Social Responsibility 
(e.g., Fair Trade Association 
Coffee)

State Governments 
(Colorado Proud, Island 
Fresh, 100% Kona Coffee)

Trans Fair USA

Demeter Certified Biodynamic

The Food Alliance

Hawaii Coffee Association, 
Kona Coffee Council

Environmental Responsibility Forest Stewardship Council

The Rain Forest Alliance

Nature Conservancy  
(Conservation Beef)

The Food Alliance

World Wildlife Fund

Salmon Safe

Marine Stewardship Council

Eco-OK

Religious Beliefs 
(e.g., Kosher Milk)

Orthodox Union

Star-K Kosher

aThere are many more certifying agencies than are mentioned here. These are provided as a synopsis of the examples described in the text. An 
exhaustive list of certifying agencies would be much larger than the subset of agencies provided in this table.
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As incomes have grown, 
consumer interest in 
supporting several 
credence attributes 
on how their food was 
produced and processed 
has also increased.

Certification: Whom Do Consumers Trust?

A recent Utah State University study used focus groups and sur-
veys to determine whom consumers in the United States and 
the United Kingdom trust to provide certifications for differ-
ent beef characteristics (Christensen 2002). The comparison 
between the United States and United Kingdom is interesting 
since the United Kingdom was the epicenter of the European 
BSE crisis and UK consumers’ attitudes about government cer-
tifications should be different from US consumers’. Participants 
in both countries chose from among government agencies, the 
private sector (private companies, producers, and retailers), and 
special interest groups (Green Peace, World Wildlife Fund, etc.) 
to identify the group they trusted the most and trusted the least 
to make different types of certifications including certifications 
for food safety, animal welfare, environmental responsibility, 
and social responsibility.

The study’s findings indicate that an overwhelming majority 
of US participants in the study (85 percent) trust government 
agencies the most to make certifications about food quality and 
safety for beef. In contrast, UK participants trusted private cer-
tifiers the most. US participants were split widely over which 
group would be best to make certifications for characteristics 
other than food safety. However, there was clearly less support 
for government certification and more support for private sec-
tor certifications for animal welfare, environmental responsibil-
ity, and social responsibility than there was for food safety. UK 
participants viewed certifications from special interest groups 
for characteristics other than food safety more positively than 
did US participants. These findings may provide some guidance 
in selecting types of certifications and third-party certifiers. For 
American consumers, US government-sanctioned certifications 
have a very strong trustworthiness for food characteristics re-
lated to safety issues and for food quality related to appearance 
and experience attributes. However, certification of credence 
attributes may best be done by an NGO. When dealing in in-
ternational markets (especially the European Union), govern-
ment certifications carry much less “weight” than they do in 
the United States and a food company may wish to seek certi-
fications from appropriate NGOs rather than from government 
agencies. Also, a third-party certified label recognized in the 
United States or by a state may not mean much of anything to a 
foreign consumer unless this consumer is educated on the attri-
butes of the label.

The study’s findings 
indicate that an 
overwhelming majority 
of US participants in the 
study trust government 
agencies the most. In 
contrast, UK participants 
trusted private certifiers 
the most.
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Summary

Traditionally, food products have been differentiated through 
quality characteristics identifiable through either direct exam-
ination (sight, smell, touch) or consumption (experiencing) of 
the product. Brands can be especially useful in helping consum-
ers find experience attributes. However, as incomes have grown, 
consumer interest in supporting several credence attributes on 
how their food was produced and processed has also increased. 
Certification provides a means of product differentiation for 
those consumers who wish to act upon a wide array of health, 
animal welfare, environmental, social, and religious concerns of 
their food purchases.

Providing consumers with credible information about pro-
duction and processing methods is complicated. For example, a 
consumer cannot tell if a food product with a label guarantee-
ing that the product was raised in an “environmentally friendly” 
manner was actually produced in that way. In general, consum-
ers are unable to judge whether or not credence labeling claims 
are true. The reputation of the producer helps in some cases. 
In others, third-party certification may be a viable alternative. 
The reputation of the certifying agency (government, NGO, or 
private) and the trust consumers place in the certifier will ul-
timately impact the validity, trustworthiness, and overall label 
value to consumers. Certification for credence attributes starts 
at the farm level. Thus, the purpose of third-party certification 
can be viewed as providing the consumer with a trustworthy 
representative who backs up the claim on the label.

The market appears to be growing for differentiated food 
products that are based on the processes used to produce the 
food or the absence or substantial reduction in the use of certain 
inputs used to produce the food (e.g., absence or reduction in 
the use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, genetically modi-
fied food products, and/or products with animal, environmen-
tal, or social welfare characteristics). Initial evidence suggests 
that many US consumers are willing to pay for food products 
grown and processed in ways that are at least perceived to be 
healthier. Food marketers must decide if a large enough niche 
market for a particular certification exists to warrant the ex-
pense of providing food products with that certification. In any 
case, the current trend in the US food industry is toward an ex-
panded list of certification possibilities. This offers new oppor-
tunities and potential risks for agricultural producers. The next 
section is a “flowchart guide” to help producers sort through 
the general certification possibilities that exist and to evalu-
ate whether third-party certification may be a viable option for 
their operation.

Certification for credence 
attributes starts at the 
farm level.

The current trend in 
the US food industry is 
toward an expanded list of 
certification possibilities.
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A Flowchart Guide for Third-Party Certification

While consumers have shown increasing interest and willing-
ness to pay for assurances on how their food has been produced, 
processed, and shipped, the decision of whether to pursue cer-
tification to capitalize on this segment of the market is nota-
bly complex. Certification at some level is often required to as-
sure that minimum food safety and quality standards are met, as 
dictated by Federal, State, or local laws and regulations. A pro-
ducer can also voluntarily seek to obtain an array of third-party 
certifications that center on how the product was grown and 
processed. The decision to seek third-party certification beyond 
minimum food safety and quality standards involves many fac-
tors that relate to goals and objectives, characteristics of con-
sumers in the target market, available resources and capital, cost 
structure of the farm, producer risk and return preferences, and 
characteristics of the business and product.

This section provides a flowchart (figure 2) to help evaluate 
how goals and objectives, type of product, and target market 
can be used to identify an appropriate production-marketing 
strategy that may or may not involve voluntary third-party cer-
tification. In this simplified flowchart framework, we provide a 
step-by-step process through the main factors that influence de-
cisions about certification. We address mandatory third-party 
certifications first to make sure that they are not overlooked. We 
then tie together goals and objectives with product attributes to 
examine whether third-party certification is an advisable pro-
duction-marketing strategy.

Mandatory Certification

Certain products such as fresh produce for out-of-state mar-
kets (e.g., Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act), animal 
products (e.g., Wholesome Meat & Poultry Products Acts and 
amendments), and processed foods (e.g., Federal Food, Drug 
and Cosmetic Act and amendments) require that a number of 
federal regulations be satisfied. These requirements are outlined 
on the first page of figure 2. Inspections required by the USDA/
Food Safety Inspection Service (FSIS) for animal products are 
often a major cost obstacle for small-scale production and dis-
tribution systems to overcome. In addition to federal regula-
tions, local county or state regulations may require that your 
product meet certain standards.

Mandatory certifications help ensure the safety of the food 
supply and should be viewed as entry costs for dealing with 
these products and markets. Products that just meet mandatory 
food safety requirements are not differentiated or identified as 

The decision of whether 
to pursue certification to 
capitalize on this segment 
of the market is notably 
complex.
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being different from regular supermarket items. These products 
are typically mainstreamed toward retail supermarkets where 
volume is high and price margins are low. Thus, few opportuni-
ties exist in this area for small full-time agricultural producers 
to develop a profitable enterprise.

Producer Objectives

After mandatory certifications are met, a producer must next 
assess personal and family goals and objectives. These goals 
are highlighted in the light blue squares shown in figure 2. If 
you as a producer already have good local markets and rela-
tively low production costs, it may be possible that you can 
currently sell everything you produce at satisfactory prices so 
that little can be gained by further enhancing or differentiat-
ing your product.

However, if you want higher and/or more consistent prices, 
or you want improved and/or expanded market access, then 
the quality of your product is very important. Credence attri-
butes may be a vehicle for more stable or growing market access 
opportunities, but consumers will only pay top price or select 
your product over conventional if the traditional quality attri-
butes (e.g., appearance, color, size, firmness) of your product are 
also high. Shoppers are accustomed to fresh produce in the su-
permarket that is “Grade A” or “US No. 1.” Supermarket prod-
ucts set the benchmark for quality that producers must meet for 
consistency. Growers unable or unwilling to meet these stan-
dards should recognize that this greatly restricts their ability to 
expand beyond their traditional markets.

Even with top quality, producers who decide to follow the cer-
tification route must also want to differentiate their product from 
the mainstream. Without a drive for product differentiation, tra-
ditional markets again provide the best marketing option.

Product Attributes

Product attributes play a critical role for directing your best mar-
ket strategy. Producers who want to differentiate their product 
typically focus on one or more of the following general prod-
uct attributes:

1) “Appearance attributes” that are readily identified by 
sight or touch, and sometimes by smell. These include 
shape, size, color, firmness, uniformity, maturity, texture, 
and freedom from damage and defects.
2) “Experience attributes” that are only gained after con-
suming the product. These include taste/flavor, sweetness, 

Mandatory certifications 
help ensure the safety of 
the food supply and should 
be viewed as entry costs 
for dealing with these 
products and markets.

Supermarket products set 
the benchmark for quality 
that producers must meet 
for consistency.
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mouth feel, tenderness, freshness (crispy, crunchy), and re-
lated characteristics.
3) “Credence attributes” (as described in the prior section) 
that are based on production and/or processing methods. 
Most third-party certification programs focus on credence 
attributes.
Appearance plays a major role in consumers’ food purchas-

ing decisions and an important role for many federal grades and 
standards. For example, most produce is third-party certified by a 
USDA/Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) inspector regard-
ing size and visual appeal. USDA beef and pork grades are as-
signed through a USDA/FSIS grader using visual characteristics. 
While all meat products are required to be processed using min-
imum processing facilities and standards before they can be sold 
(e.g., USDA inspected), graded meat products are voluntarily cer-
tified by a USDA/FSIS grader/inspector. A grading fee is paid by 
the owner of the meat product to the government grader in or-
der to utilize well-established marketing channels that recognize 
value for higher grades. If no established marketing channels ex-
ist that recognize your product’s attributes, you may consider es-
tablishing your own brand label or marketing with a third-party 
certifier that emphasizes your strongest product attributes.

Consumers can only evaluate experience attributes after they 
have tried your product (this is the basis of offering free sam-
ples) or if they were told about these product attributes by other 
consumers. Desirable experience attributes lead to repeat pur-
chases, a good reputation, and a solid consumer demand base 
with growth potential. Experience attributes can be greatly en-
hanced with your own brand or label that allows consumers to 
readily identify your product the next time they make a pur-
chase. In some cases, experience attributes related to flavor es-
ters and sugar content of fruit may be associated with unde-
sirable appearance since fruit tends to develop higher sugar 
content the longer it is tree or vine ripened, up to a point. A 
brand or label that becomes associated with undesirable expe-
rience attributes and inconsistent quality will suffer from dis-
counted prices in the marketplace and likely will disappear.

If you don’t have an established reputation or an existing cus-
tomer base, your best alternative might be to market through an 
existing brand or label (see note 2, p. 51). For example, “Certified 
Angus Beef” has grown through the years because consumers as-
sociate this label with more desirable beef. It is virtually impossible 
for a consumer to identify—based upon appearance—whether a 
steak originated from the required genetic and production pro-
tocols of the Certified Angus Beef program. But the program ar-
gues that consumers can discern the intrinsic characteristics of 

If no established 
marketing channels 
exist that recognize your 
product’s attributes, you 
may consider establishing 
your own brand label.

If you don’t have an 
established reputation 
or an existing customer 
base, your best alternative 
might be to market 
through an existing brand 
or label.
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Establish the size of your 
potential market.

flavor, juiciness, taste, and tenderness that are associated with 
the program requirements. Thus, because the certification la-
bel helps consumers locate desirable experience attributes, they 
are willing to pay more for a product with this label. This could 
include specialty stores, food processors/manufacturers known 
for high-quality products, or high-end restaurants that feature 
gourmet cuisine. As shown at the top of the last page in figure 
2, desirable experience attributes are crucial when developing 
your own brand label and a loyal consumer base. But many pro-
ducers with good products simply don’t have the resources or 
product quantity to justify this move. For these producers, us-
ing an established label that involves other producers may be 
the right choice, particularly if their product attributes are not 
very different from those of an existing label.

Credence attributes cannot be evaluated by touch, sight, or 
even product consumption. Consumers pay for credence attri-
butes because they desire the impact that the production or pro-
cessing methods of the product are believed to have on animal 
welfare, the environment, their own and/or family’s long-term 
health, the working conditions and well-being of other peo-
ple, or religious beliefs. Table 2 describes how several certifi-
cation programs are perceived by consumers to affect these ar-
eas and what the major producer costs are for these programs as 
compared to conventional production methods. For small op-
erations, the cost of certification can be quite large relative to 
total sales, although cost-sharing and exemptions for small op-
erations sometimes exist. On the other hand, if the certification 
standard is well recognized, the potential market can be large. 
Recognition of a common federal standard for organic produc-
tion is one of the reasons why larger commercial growers and 
shippers are getting into organic production.

If you are contemplating adopting a third-party certification 
label, consider both the willingness of your target consumer to 
pay for the label and the expected costs associated with imple-
menting the production and processing protocols embedded in 
the label. Using third-party certification to market appropriate 
production and/or processing methods could be an attractive 
option for you if you are using established marketing channels 
or marketing directly. For example, you could market organic 
produce through a specialty grocery store or market directly at 
a farmers’ market or on your farm.

It is important to establish the size of your potential market. 
That is, are there enough paying customers to justify the costs 
of third-party certification? As shown in table 2, producer costs 
are greater for some programs than for others. For example, the 
record keeping costs to verify that your product has no pesticide 

Credence attributes cannot 
be evaluated by touch, 
sight, or even product 
consumption.

Consider both the 
willingness of your 
target consumer to pay 
for the label and the 
expected costs associated 
with implementing the 
production and processing 
protocols embedded in the 
label.
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residues (e.g., NutriClean Certified) will be greater than what 
would be required for a “natural label.” A natural label requires 
that you file an affidavit on your production protocols, but a 
third-party certifier for pesticide-free residues will require re-
cords be kept on each field operation and also require product 
testing of pesticide residues.

In exploring certification possibilities, the management ex-
pertise and time required to implement production protocols 
and the impact these protocols have on farm yield and variabil-
ity need to be considered. For example, making the decision to 
grow organic apples could have a devastating impact on your 
yield and on neighboring orchards if coddling moths cannot 
be controlled. Not using hormones or antibiotics may reduce 
your feed conversion performance when feeding livestock. The 
amount of production risk or yield uncertainty associated with 
adopting a certification label will also vary in accordance with 
the crop, livestock, and/or local climate conditions. Identifying 
production protocols that are easier to implement for your farm 
than your potential competitors’ could help lead you to a profit-
able third-party certification strategy.

If third-party certification does not seem viable due to certifi-
cation costs, there may be a large enough customer base for you 
to self-certify your production/processing method (within le-
gal guidelines) and market your product directly to customers. 
This can result in a differentiated and higher-priced product. 
Additional costs are minimized (except for mandated inspec-
tions/certifications), but you will need to promote your prod-
uct and educate your consumers in order to obtain a price pre-
mium. Recognize that developing a direct marketing business is 
not the lifestyle desired by many traditional farmers and ranch-
ers and that it requires a personality and skill that not all possess. 
For these individuals, maintaining existing distribution chan-
nels may be their most desirable option.

In summary, your assessment is a dynamic one that can 
change with your situation, goals and objectives, and major 
market changes. For example, a third-party certified label for an 
array of credence attributes may carry a worthy premium today, 
but future premiums may very well be lower if the growth in 
the production supply for these products exceeds consumer de-
mand growth. Conversely, new opportunities may present them-
selves as consumer preferences shift over time with research on 
the long-term health risks or benefits of food products grown 
under different production environments and genetic materials. 
This flowchart provides a simplified step-by-step assessment of 
whether third-party certification has a role in your business as a 
production-marketing strategy.

Identifying production 
protocols that are easier 
to implement for your 
farm than your potential 
competitors’ could help 
lead you to a profitable 
third-party certification 
strategy.

Future premiums may 
very well be lower if the 
growth in the production 
supply for these products 
exceeds consumer demand 
growth.



Processed foods that are consumer 
ready generally require county 
health and/or state inspection/ 
certification of processing facilities. 

Packages for processed foods 
must meet federal food labeling 
requirements on ingredients, 
nutritional content, and other 
manufacturing information. If a 
packaged product contains meat, 
poultry, or eggs items, USDA/FSIS 
must approve the labeling and 
manufacturing information. If a 
product contains non-meat, -egg, 
or -poultry items, the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) must 
approve labeling and manufactur-
ing information.  If both types of 
items are in your processed food 
product, both USDA/FSIS and FDA 
must approve your label with 
accompanying product information. 

In general, meat products must 
be processed in federally 
inspected slaughter plants 
(USDA/FSIS) under approved 
HACCP protocols. In some 
cases, animals have been sold 
on a live basis to the consumer 
where the consumer/animal 
owner then pays for the meat 
processing costs to minimize 
federal inspection requirements 
and costs. 

Federal inspection (USDA/ 
AMS) required for meeting 
minimum size and grade 
criteria.

Are you shipping fresh 
fruits or vegetables 
out-of-state or to most 
commercial wholesale 
distribution systems?

Figure 2. A Flowchart Guide for Certification 

Start

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No No No Are you selling 
animal products? 

Are you selling 
processed foods? 
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Do the expected benefits 
of third-party certification 
exceed the expected costs? 

Marketing your product directly to 
consumers while educating them on 
your product and production practices 
may be your most attractive option  (e.g., 
inform/educate consumers you followed 
organic practices in raising your beef 
but you didn’t certify your production as 
organic.)

Leverage the recognition 
of your label and third-
party certification to sell 
to wholesalers and 
established marketing 
channels (e.g., certified 
organic meat sold at a 
supermarket).

Natural (USDA/FSIS):  
Use of a “natural” label requires approval and 
an affidavit on file that the product contains no 
artificial ingredients and is minimally 
processed. New labels require more specific 
information than those developed prior to 2000. 

No Antibiotics Added (USDA/FSIS):  
May be used for meat or poultry products with 
sufficient documentation that the animals were 
raised without antibiotics. 

Organic (USDA):  
Refers to an agricultural product produced in 
accordance with the Organic Foods Production 
Act of 1990 and other regulations. 

Free-Range or Free-Roaming (USDA/FSIS):  
Producers must demonstrate that their poultry 
has been allowed access to the outside. 

Yes 

Yes Yes 

No 

A Few Selected Certifying Options 
(see Table 2 for more details) 
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Table 2. Relative Producers’ Costs and Benefits of Selected Certification Categories

Producer Reequirements/ 
Costs Relative to Conventional Methods

Selected Certification  
Categories

Perceived or Real  
Consumer Benefits Areas
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L = Low, M =  Medium, H = High
Y = Yes  
? = Possible consumer benefits  
associated with category

L L L L L L USDA/Government Inspected [1] Y

L L–M L M L L USDA Grade [2] Y

L M–H M M L M–H Own Brand Label [3] Y ? ? ?

L L L M L M Established Brand Label [4] Y ? ? ?

H H L M H H Eco-labels [5] Y

M H H M–H H H Organic [6] Y ? Y

L L L M L L Natural [7] Y ? ?

L L L M L M Animal Handling [8] Y Y

H H H improve L H ISO 9000 [9] Y Y

M M–H L — L L Geographic Origin [10] Y Y

H H M M–H M–H H Pesticide-free Residues [11] Y Y

H H M M L H Food Safety [12] Y Y

M L M M–H H L No Antibiotics [13] Y ? ?

M L L — L M Religious [14] ? Y

M M–H M — L–M L Social Responsibility [15] Y Y

L L M–H L–H M–H L NonGMO [16] Y ? Y ?
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The following are specific examples of certifications & certifying entities:
 [1] Essentially “conventional method” since USDA inspections are centered on immediate food safety issues. 

For example, lower grade meat cuts (e.g., older cull animals) will be USDA inspected for HACCP (Health 
Analysis Critical Control Point) standards but will probably not be g-raded for USDA quality standarrds. USDA 
inspections for produce center around fruit damage or cosmetic appearance, which relates to food safety, and 
minimum size standards.

 [2] Top three USDA beef grades available to most consumers are Prime, Choice, and Select.
 [3] The illustration of Mike’s Melons would be an example of an “own brand” that is not established.
 [4] Established brand label examples include national: Dole, Del Monte, Sunkist, Ocean Spray, Tyson, Hormel; and 

local/regional: Mountain Apple, Meadow Gold.
 [5] The Food Alliance, Rainforest Alliance, Eco-OK
 [6] Quality Assurance International, Oregon Tilth, CCOF (California Certified Organic Farmers), HOFA (Hawaii 

Organic Farmers Association)
 [7] Coleman Beef
 [8] Free Range, Dolphin Safe, Cruelty-Free, Free-Farmed
 [9] ISO 9000 is a series of rigorous international standards on business and quality practices.
 [10] Washington Apples, Kona Coffee, Idaho Potatoes, Walla Walla Sweet Onions, Maui Onions, Colorado Proud, 

(Hawaii) Island Fresh
 [11] Nutriclean (Scientific Certification Systems)
 [12] Programs like Primus Labs are designed to ensure safe processing/handling.
 [13] No verification system in place for “raised without antibiotics”
 [14] Kosher
 [15] Fair Trade Certified, Food Alliance, Buy Local
 [16] No Genetically Modified Organisms label
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Endnotes
1 PGIs and Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) have been a 
matter of great interest, especially in Europe where producers 
want to protect products whose name is connected to the region 
they originate from. Examples include Champagne from the 
Champagne region of France and Kalamata olives from Greece 
(see http://www.euauthentictastes.com/news/pr1.html).

2 A couple of labeling examples that have been used successfully 
in market development in recent years include Niman Ranch 
and Harris Ranches.




